Social Calendar
Shows-Dance, Open House, Radio Parties

The summer school social calendar has expanded into what promises to be a rather big weekend, considering the rising temperature.

Lavish Ball and theater tonight in the Union ballroom from 9 p.m. to midnight. Tickets may be obtained at the Union desk. Bob Russe, president of the campus police association, will announce the grill will be open during the evening.

West Mary Mason will open their doors tonight at 8 p.m. for a dance, to be staged Monday, with a social Tuesday. The group in charge is the school student council. social chairman Mary Wells, Detroit School of Law, has announced. The open house will be Prof. and Mrs. Harry Franchon and Prof. and Mrs. William T. Cox. The event is to raise money for the National Student Foundation.

Music Faculty Plans Concert

Faculty members of the music department will present the first of a series of concerts Monday evening in the Music auditorium at 8:30. The concerts are being conducted for the high school students who are attending the School Music session.

High School Students

On Thursday a selected group of both school students and faculty members will give a concert at the Music auditorium at 8:30. A choir made up of 90 members of the special course students will participate in a concert.

Anthony To Talk

Before Meeting Of Farmers

More than 200 persons are expected to attend today and Tuesday for the annual meeting of the Michigan Association of Managers, Department of Rural Appraisers.

The general speaker is planned as a Sunday evening before the general discussion on Monday morning. This program is sponsored by the Michigan Association of Managers, Department of Rural Appraisers.

In the Future of Agriculture

Other speakers include Dr. J. E. Miller of the department of agriculture and Dr. C. H. Huffman of the Michigan department of agriculture. They will be the principal speaker of the meeting.

Church Members Supp Food for Aboard

East Lansing Christian Church is preparing and shipping food to the crew of the Marshall Islands, as well as to the crew of a warship in the Indian Ocean.

Providing for the trucker's name and address of the individuals in the crew, the church is sending the packages directly to the trucker.
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Affairs of State
by BETTY SHORT

WITHE June "breaking out all over" many of the students and alumni of MSC are taking full advantage of the traditional month of weddings. In this category we find George Doyle, Sigma Chi '46, who was married June 14 to Anna Cherven, Delta Zeta who graduated in March. Another marriage reported is that of Bob Bollard, Jackson '46.

The second party in the ceremony was Beta Epsians of Jackson.

Harry Sheridan, Manager junior and Dorothy Reppell chose June 22 to celebrate their wedding anniversary on in the future.

Several Phi Tau and Chi Omegas went to Battle Creek Sunday to attend the wedding of Anna Kerkend and Bob Ferguson. The reception was held in one of the local hotels.

Another wedding reported was that of Irene Gardner, Detroit resident who married Pat Del- mon, Grand Rapids graduate student on June 20.

Passing gym has become quite lively lately. Beta Phi Beta Ellen Dubrow received a Delta Phi pin from Bob Applegete. Early this week, Pat DuBois passed his pin on to Pat Bevans who is wearing it next to her. Pat's sister, second-year sister Jackie Dubrow who is pinning her Gamma Phi pin to the Theta Phi pin of Andre Wallace.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To THE EDITOR

There is a name that describes a certain degree of privacy that is the extreme of at least having a court all to your own to plan on. It is one like golf where as soon as the first cornerstone or foundation has been laid, and a few minutes, you can step up and play too. It's not like tennis where all you need is enough room to hit down.

It is a name that requires a large empty court and for this reason there aren't too many courts. It does seem fancy though to see four or five clay courts being built. The obvious reason why these courts get idle is that they are locked up most of the time. Why are they locked?

I know that clay courts take more maintenance than concrete ones. However, I also know that these clay courts will have to see LETTERS PAGE 5.
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High School Grads Get Scholarships

Six additional high school graduates were granted almost undergraduate scholarships at Michigan State College this week. The scholarships pay living fees for one complete school year, and may be extended if a high caliber of scholarship is maintained.

Students named were Dale Roland, Lansing; Charles W. Bohr, Lansing; Eddie Michael, East Lansing; Harold Johnson, Saginaw; and Roland Long, Saginaw.

The State College Bookstore will be closed Monday, July 1, for inventory. The regular bookstore in room 209 will remain open.

(Continued from Page 7)
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LETTERS . . . . To The Editor

May 25, 1946

Canopy Shingles Closed

Upon the request of the Storm Control Commission, the canopy shelters will be closed for the next four days.

Any fall into the Red Cedar has made the river a live hazard.

MSC Barber Shop

Central Michigan's Most Modern Barber Shop

209 M.A.C. Ave.

Shepard's

Tico

by

Eileen

Better than barefoot...and
styled to complement your leisure clothes
...just perfect. In black, brown,
white, blue, red, green or beige
leather...with leather soles.
Sizes 4 to 9

$4.95

Before buying always shop the windows of...
petticoats by Jantzen...

uncover for the summer

how sweet you are...

with Helen Rubinstein's
Apple Blossom body
powder and cologne...

body powder...1.00
cou de toilette...1.75